
Dear Sunol Glen Community, 

 

    In light of recent events that have galvanized us, once again, into examining who we are as a country 

and push our thinking in regards to what we truly hold as our truths and values.  We at Sunol Glen 

continue to prioritize Kindness At All Times and the need to Stand Against Hate. Sunol Glen is 

committed to our students and families and we remain unwavering in our dedication to engage in 

difficult conversations and to  always do our very best.  During these challenging times with the Global 

Pandemic of COVID 19, Sheltering-in-place, and the recent protests calling on all organizations to 

continue the critical work aligned to social justice and racial bias, we at Sunol Glen remain resolved to 

serving our families as best as we possibly can.  As a learning institution, it is my responsibility as the 

leader and our responsibility as a staff to continue emulating the Growth Mindset and the continuance of 

engagement and learning that we then uphold for our students as well.  We welcome and are committed 

to joining with you in the complex journey to bring about change.  

 

What we have done so far: 

    Sunol Stands Against Hate Campaign 

    Unity Day - celebrated every October 

    Kindness Counts initiative - ongoing with special attention annually in February 

    Multi-cultural Family Night  

    Staff Trainings including:   

            Diversity Training  

            Cultural Competence and Racial Bias 

            Boldly Me ~' Understanding who you are' Training 

            Impact Stories  'How to elicit individual students' stories to provide more  

                Social Emotional Learning' 

Mishla Gershenson The Holocaust (Her mother's story) 

           "Keepin' Heritage Alive" an African American Storytelling Program   

Professional Library created with books and resources dedicated to Social Justice and  

    Racial Bias 

Ongoing research and purchase of books with multicultural topics and authors to improve  

    our library for students 

 

What we still need to do: 

     Continue to raise awareness and be a part of change 

     Create a committee with all stakeholders to ensure we continue to support necessary changes 

     Continue, in good faith, to work toward addressing any and all concerns as connected to  

     racial and implicit bias     

 

As we move forward with pursuing our role in bringing about much needed change, we will be in 

communications with you.  If you wish to discuss this further, please feel free to contact myself or any 

one of our Sunol Glen Board Members.  

 

With kindness and respect, 

Molly 


